Parking – Johns Hopkins School of Medicine

Washington Garage *(corner of Monument/Washington Streets)*
701 N. Washington Street
Baltimore, MD 21205

$  5.00  ................. Up to 1 hour
$  6.00  ................. Up to 2 hours
$  7.00  ................. Up to 3 hours
$  8.00  ................. Up to 4 hours
$  9.00  ................. Up to 5 hours
$10.00  ................. Up to 6 hours
$15.00  ................. Maximum for 24 hours

Rutland Garage (restricted to those with valid handicap (HC) license plates/placards displayed if the garage isn’t full)
1821 E. Madison Street
Baltimore, MD 21205

Please note: 711 Rutland Avenue is the pedestrian access side

Hotels in Baltimore

Admiral Fell Inn
888 S. Broadway
Baltimore, MD 21231
410-522-7377

Hampton Inn Baltimore
Bayview Campus
6571 Eastern Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21224
410-631-5796

The Inn At Henderson’s Wharf
1000 Fell Street
Baltimore, MD 21231
443-938-9509

Hampton Inn & Suites Baltimore Inner Harbor
131 E. Redwood Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
410-539-7888

Home2 Suites by Hilton
8 East Pleasant Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
Restaurants

Brunch

Blue Moon Cafe
- Neighborhood: Fell's Point
- Type of food: Brunch/breakfast, “American” fusion
- What they’re known for: Cap’n Crunch French Toast
- Website: https://bluemoonbaltimore.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” They have delicious brunch (Cap’n Crunch French Toast is amazing!!) and on weekends they are open 24/7. You can get brunch at 2 am, it’s literally life changing. They get super super busy on weekends so be prepared to wait in line (but it’s worth it). Also for an off-menu secret, ask for the Sweet Baby Jesus!

Gertrude’s
- Neighborhood: Charles Village (part of the Baltimore Museum of Art)
- Type of food: locally sourced, upscale Baltimore-inspired American
- What they’re known for: upscale brunch/lunch, garden tea
- Website: https://gertrudesbaltimore.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Great place for if your family is visiting or you want a fancier brunch experience! In the winter and during Easter, they have a holiday afternoon tea that is relatively pricey but can give you any Downton Abbey vibes you are craving. It is also adjacent to the Baltimore Museum of Art which is FREE!
Miss Shirley's Cafe
- Neighborhood: Inner Harbor
- Type of food: American
- What they're known for: classic, big portion, comfort food breakfast
- Website: https://www.missshirleys.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” They have a pretty extensive and dietary friendly (vegan, allergens) menu and also allow pets on their patio if you want to have brunch with your furry BFF.

Water for Chocolate
- Neighborhood: Upper Fells
- Type of food: American, Brunch
- What they're known for: Instagrammable, creative/inventive brunch (also a popular dinner spot)!
- Website: https://www.waterforchocolate.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Get there right when it opens on the weekend to make sure you don’t wait! You can also look on their Instagram to see what dishes look like before you order. My favorite thing is the sweet potato bread pudding for dessert.

Iron Rooster
- Neighborhood: Canton
- Type of food: American
- What they're known for: all-day breakfast, homemade “PopTarts”
- Website: https://www.ironroosterallday.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” The restaurant is in a warehouse style building as part of the larger Canton Crossing shopping center. They have a large menu, so whatever brunch craving you have they'll be sure to match it.
In and around JHH/AMEB

**Wenz Cafe**
- Location: AMEB
- Type of food: quick eats, coffee
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” This is the classic haunt for any med students in need of a quick caffeine fix or lunch in between busy class schedules. Some of their favorite orders are their breakfast sandwiches and cheese quesadillas. I would also plug the Falafel Sandwich - it's 🌶️🌶️

**Balducci’s**
- Location: in JHH
- Type of food: Sandwiches, salads, coffee
- What they’re known for: Quicky, relatively high-quality, fast food lunch
- Website: [https://www.balduccis.com/](https://www.balduccis.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Located in the main hospital, this is a great place if you need a quick bite but don’t want the typical Wenz selection.

**Starbucks**
- Location: JHH campus, across from 929 apartments
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Pretty typical Starbucks, can get busy during the morning hours. There isn’t a ton of space to study here but if you are on your way to AMEB from 929 you can definitely grab a cup!

**Atwater’s**
- Location: JHH campus, on Wolfe street near 929 apartments
- Type of food: American, vegetarian/vegan-friendly
- What they’re known for: great sandwiches, salads, and bowls
- Website: [https://www.atwatersfood.com/](https://www.atwatersfood.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” This is a great place if you want a nicer bite to eat on campus or if you are wanting to meet classmates or a professor for food or coffee. They can get pretty busy during the lunch rush but if you go in the morning or later afternoon there is plenty of table space to sit down and study or have a meeting.
Kabobi

- Location: Wolfe St. (5 min walk from JHH campus)
- Type of food: Afghan
- What they’re known for: Kaddo borani (sweet pumpkin appetizer), incredible kabobs & pallow rice
- Website: [http://www.helmandkabobi.com/](http://www.helmandkabobi.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Kabobi is a fast casual spin-off of The Helmand, an Afghan restaurant in Mt. Vernon and beloved Baltimore favorite! (But on a med student budget woohoo)! It’s a great spot to grab lunch with an advisor or molecule!

Foods that you can expect at student activities

- A rule of thumb at AMEB is that any student group that meets during lunch or dinner times will have FREE FOOD for anyone that attends. There are some classic fast foods that make appearances at these events
- PRO TIP: Once the semester gets rolling and you know what your favorites are, ask the student groups to take polls of what food to order then you can get your favs.
- PRO TIP 2: Store a tupperware in your locker for any post-event leftovers
- **Indian Pizza:** What is Indian pizza?” you might ask. Imagine your favorite Indian foods (butter chicken, chana masala, palak paneer) as toppings on pizza! You will get very well acquainted with Indian pizza in your time here at Hopkins, so get H🔥Y🔥P🔥E.
- **Thai:** Classics like pad thai, spicy thai curry, drunken noodles. One of the typ free meals you can get by far.
- **Kumari:** Tasty Indian food (in non-pizza form).
- **Chicken Rico:** Amazing Peruvian chicken with tasty sides like plantains, yucca fries, roasted vegetables, black beans, and more! ALSO they have two great sauces -- a spicy green sauce and creamy yellow sauce to go with your chicken and fries. Snag a few spare sauces at the end of meetings for your home use!
- **Pasta Mista:** Large portions of different kinds of pasta
- **Taste of China:** Chinese-American food, supporting a local business close to campus
Lunch/dinner eats

**Ekiben**
- Neighborhood: Fell’s Point (10 minute walk from JHH) and Hampden (new location)
- Type of food: Asian fusion
- What they’re known for: Neighborhood Bird (spicy or non-spicy!!)
- Website: [https://www.ekibenbaltimore.com/](https://www.ekibenbaltimore.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” EKIBEN IS AMAZING END OF STORY! They have delicious buns or bowls with a variety of protein options including fried chicken, pork, tofu, shrimp. Their tempura broccoli is out of this world as well, would definitely recommend it as a side or for sharing with friends.

**Sip and Bite**
- Neighborhood: Fell’s Point
- Type of food: American, Diner, Greek
- What they’re known for: Crabcakes and huge breakfast dishes served all day
- Website: [https://www.sipandbite.com/](https://www.sipandbite.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Every time you go to Sip & Bite you get great service along with cheap food and huge portions. Their gyros are a great go to item in addition to anything on the breakfast menu. Check out this spot if you want a quality, casual experience

**Angie’s Seafood**
- Neighborhood: Upper Fells
- Type of food: Seafood
- What they’re known for: Seafood stuffed in more seafood
- Website: [http://angiesseafood.com/](http://angiesseafood.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” A nice space for a more upscale seafood dinner that won’t break the bank! They have fairly large portions so each meal is easily at least two. Try Maryland’s signature crab cakes or get more fancy and go for the stuffed shrimp with crab imperial (so flavorful!).
**Kippo Ramen**
- Neighborhood: Fells Point
- Type of food: Ramen
- What they're known for: Ramen
- Website: Don't have one, but they are on GrubHub!
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:" This place is cool! Lots of options to customize your ramen with different broths, spice levels, and add-ins. Also had a cool atmosphere- they were projecting Hayao Miyazaki films on the wall, which really fit the aesthetic. Serves drinks if that's something you are interested in. Decently priced too.

![Kippo Ramen Image](image1.jpg)

**Broadway Market**
- Neighborhood: Fells Point
- Type of food: Everything!
- What they're known for: Thai Street is MY favorite Thai food in Baltimore (for some reason our class has strong opinions on the best Thai) - Matt
- Website: [https://broadwaymarketbaltimore.com/](https://broadwaymarketbaltimore.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:" This is a supercute market that has a vast array of food. Vendors include: Fat Tiger (New American), The Verandah (Indian), Connie’s Chicken and Waffles (comfort), Thai Street, Taharka Brothers Ice Cream, Sal & Sons (Seafood). It has a nice outdoor seating area where you can relax on a nice day.

![Broadway Market Image](image2.jpg)

**Nacho Mama’s**
- Neighborhood: Canton
- Type of food: Tex Mex
- What they're known for: Nachos and hubcap margaritas!
- Website: [https://www.nachomamasmd.com/](https://www.nachomamasmd.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:" Kind of a cult classic in Baltimore. For some reason unknown to me they are an Elvis-themed restaurant and have a funky but awesome playlist. They have a vast menu of Tex Mex classics and their portions are absolutely HUGE.

![Nacho Mama’s Image](image3.jpg)
**Bodhi Corner**
- Neighborhood: Hampden
- Type of food: Thai
- Website: [https://bodhicorner.com/](https://bodhicorner.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” This is my favorite Thai restaurant in Baltimore (Justine, I will leave room for others to disagree!). I went with my Molecule and we all had such delicious food -- pad thai, drunken noodles, curry, etc. It’s a super cute location but kind of small so perhaps best on weeknights or during less busy hours.

**Dooby’s**
- Neighborhood: Mount Vernon
- Type of food: Korean-inspired fusion
- What they’re known for: Kimchi Noodle Bowl, rice bowls, ramen, pork buns
- Website: [https://www.doobys.com/](https://www.doobys.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” This place is delicious from breakfast to late night eats. They have some classic breakfast items with a Korean twist (for example, pork belly eggs benedict). They are also a coffee bar and have plentiful seating so you can get some work done with both caffeine and delicious study food.

**Kong Pocha**
- Neighborhood: Station North
- Type of food: Korean
• What they’re known for: Late night eats, fried chicken, SOJU
• Website: https://www.yelp.com/biz/kong-pocha-baltimore-2?hrid=wCFDMTRzppEsa84G9OG7Q
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop”: Don’t sleep on this hidden k-food gem!! It’s the perfect late night bite after a night out (or in for that matter). Right next door to some karaoke bars ooohhh yeeahhh

HomeSlyce
• Neighborhood: Mt. Vernon and Canton
• Type of food: Pizza
• What they’re known for: Build your Own Pizza / Calzone
• Website: http://www.homeslyce.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” HomeSlyce hosts Charm City Trivia on Thursday nights with happy hour deals + drinks! Their pizza is super delicious and they have such a unique array of toppings. Would recommend trying their “Homeslyce” -- super tasty.

El Salvador Restaurant
• Neighborhood: on Broadway
• Type of food: Salvadoran and Mexican
• What they’re known for: Pupusas & Salvadoran tamales
• Website: https://www.elsalvadorrestaurantmd.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” I had never had authentic Salvadorian food before eating here, but now I can easily say that Salvadorian tamales are my favorite now, along with pupusas and platanos con crema. They also have some Mexican and Honduran specialties that are great as well! Also, everyone there is so welcoming and kind!

Saffron Grill
• Neighborhood: Fell’s Point
• Type of food: Pakistani and Yemeni
• What they’re known for: Kebabs, Curry, and Yemeni food!
• Website: https://www.sgbaltimore.com/comingsoon
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Really delicious and unique blend of South Asian foods with Yemeni, the chicken tikka, shish kebabs, and shawarma are delicious!

Helmand
• Neighborhood: Mt. Vernon
• Type of food: Afghan
• What they're known for: IDK everything is super tasty
• Website: http://www.helmand.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” The fancier sister restaurant to Kabobi, the Helmand is a delicious place to get upscale Afghan cuisine. Their Kaddo Borwani (pumpkin with yogurt sauce) is TO DIE FOR.

Charmed Kitchen
• Neighborhood: Butcher’s Hill
• Type of food: Eclectic American and Italian
• What they're known for: Delicious brunch, soup, and wine
• Website: https://www.charmedkitchen.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Can eat classic brunch along with delicious lunch or dinner in this modern restaurant. Would 10/10 recommend the banana nutella pancakes, along with the spinach and berry salad and bresaola sandwich!

Nanami Cafe
• Neighborhood: Fell’s Point
• Type of food: Japanese
• What they’re known for: Sushi
• Website: http://www.nanamicafe907.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” The Mark roll, and Oscar roll are delicious, among the crazy large variety of sushi rolls available.

Cocina Luchadoras
• Neighborhood: Upper Fells
• Type of food: Authentic Mexican
• What they're known for: Tacos
• Website: No website but it’s on GrubHub!
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Awesome corner taco spot. No real room to eat there but right around a lot of our housing so it’s convenient. Tacos and tostadas are amazing, I would highly recommend this place for some cheap/delicious food.
Poyoteca / Chicken Rico
- Neighborhood: Inner Harbor
- Type of food: Peruvian
- What they’re known for: Roasted rotisserie chicken, yuca fries, fried plantains
- Website: https://www.poyoteca.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” I don’t know if many students actually “eat in” here — people tend to get Chicken Rico from GrubHub or for catered events (e.g., student group meetings). But it’s reallyyy good and filling. Their sauces also go well with all their dishes!

“Fancy” eats
Places for special occasions, when your parents come to visit, or just when you want to...

Thames Street Oyster House
- Neighborhood: Fells Point
- Type of food: Seafood
- What they’re known for: oysters!
- Website: https://thamesstreetoysterhouse.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” A Baltimore must! If you have never had raw oysters before, the staff will walk you through the ordering process and give you suggestions. Their French fries and homemade ketchup are DELICIOUS and totally worth ordering along with oysters.
**Mamas on the Half Shell**

- Neighborhood: Canton
- Type of food: Seafood
- What they're known for: oysters!
- Website: [https://www.mamasonthehalfshell.com/](https://www.mamasonthehalfshell.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” A close “rival” to Thames Street Oyster House, some debate about which one is better. This is the sister restaurant to Nacho Mama’s but where Nacho Mama’s is deviously quirky, Mama’s on the Half Shell is upscale and definitely a place that your parents would love. You can get a vast array of oysters from around the Northeast. If you aren’t into raw oysters, fear not, they have tasty cooked seafood and non-seafood dishes alike.

**Verde Pizza**

- Neighborhood: Canton/Upper Fells
- Type of food: Pizza
- What they’re known for: the chef prides himself on inventing unique, deliciously topped pizzas with unusual flavors (such as pistachio and sausage)
- Website: [https://verdepizza.com/](https://verdepizza.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Go on Mondays (half off pizza) or Tuesdays (half off wine)! The pizzas are relatively expensive at full price but I would say worth paying for on a special occasion. All of the Chef Specials are unique and made with a lot of care and passion. The inside is gorgeously decorated too, definitely worthy of a date night with someone special.
Sotto Sopra
- Neighborhood: Mount Vernon
- Type of food: Italian
- What they’re known for: classic, upscale Italian fare
- Website: https://www.sottosoprainc.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Sotto Sopra is a traditional Italian restaurant, even to the extent of beautifully extravagant decorations, white tablecloths, and candlelight. Their food is incredibly delicious. If you are going for a special occasion, be sure to let the waiter know because they will bring your table glasses of champagne on the house!

Lebanese Taverna
- Neighborhood: Fells Point
- Type of food: Lebanese
- What they’re known for: tasting platters, lamb dishes
- Website: https://lebanesetaverna.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Lebanese Taverna is a pretty down-to-earth restaurant but their food is pretty high-end tasting. It is located very close to the water so on a nice night you can sit outside. If you want to try a little bit of everything, order their tasting platters which are perfect for sharing with friends as an appetizer. Another really good dish that is quirky but so good is the Watermelon Salad.

RA Sushi
- Neighborhood: Harbor East
- Type of food: Japanese
- What they’re known for: atmosphere, terrific location, club-like vibe
- Website: rasushi.com
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Very nice dining space and intimate atmosphere. They have unique Asian-inspired cocktails and entrees from hibachi to sushi and poke. Also a great (but more pricey) place for happy hour!
The Rec Pier Chophouse at the Sagamore Pendry

- Neighborhood: Fells Point
- Type of food: Italian/Steakhouse
- What they're known for: beautiful waterside location
- Website: recipierchophouse.com
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” This place is Fancy with a capital F. Definitely a place that you go for a VERY special occasion, as it is quite expensive. The steak and pasta dishes were all delicious, though! Worth the price if you are looking for something special. You can also drink at the bar in the restaurant (nice whiskey bar) or at the pool bar in the back. Both are also expensive, however.

Cava Mezze

- Neighborhood: Fells/Harbor East
- Type of food: Mediterranean Tapas
- What they're known for: Bottomless brunch
- Website: cavamezze.com
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” This is different than the Chipotle-style Cava (same company). This is a fancier, sit down spot. The food is really yummy and they have a great brunch!

Clavel

- Neighborhood: Mount Vernon
- Type of food: Mexican
- What they're known for: Street tacos and spice-infused drinks
- Website: http://barclavel.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” The superb traditional Mexican food is accompanied by a fun, hipster atmosphere. Also a great place for brunch. Beware, tears may be shed for those
who are not spice-friendly (but it is so worth it). Fun fact: try to convince your CAP advisor to take you here for your next molecule meeting!

**The Food Market**
- Neighborhood: Hampden
- Type of food: Continental
- What they’re known for: Brunch
- Website: thefoodmarketbaltimore.com
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Little pricey, but a delicious experience with a cool atmosphere!

**The Bygone**
- Neighborhood: Harbor East
- Type of food: American
- What they’re known for: Location, drinks
- Website: thebygonerestaurant.com
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” This upscale restaurant/bar is on the rooftop of the Four Seasons in Harbor East. It is a beautiful place to look over all of Baltimore, take pictures, and even have a fancy brunch. The crab eggs benedict is to die for!

### Accessible dining

These are places that are either advertised as catering to a certain dietary restriction/preference or have menus that are accessible. While many of these places will be accessible along many axes (Kosher, halal gluten-free, etc), we only indicated the categories that we were certain they catered to. This also does not exclude any of the options we listed in other sections as also being accessible and we’ll do our best to label them with their accessibilities!

**Sticky Rice -- reopening 2020**
- Food accessibility: Vegetarian, vegan
- Neighborhood: Fell's Point
- Type of food: Reopening as a vegan breakfast joint
- Website: http://www.bmoresticky.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Originally known for their wide variety of fish and vegan sushis, Sticky Rice has closed to be re-opened as a fully vegetarian food joint that features some of its original vegan classics. Even before it closed, it had a good selection of vegetarian and vegan choices and its menu clearly indicated what was accessible.

**Harmony Bakery**
- Food accessibility: vegan, gluten-free, soy-free
- Neighborhood: Hampden
- Type of food: baked goods
- What they’re known for: too many tasty goods to list
- Website: http://harmonybakery.net/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” This bakery has an extensive menu, all of which is vegan, gluten-free, and soy-free. Whether you are looking for a vegan crab cake, to-go croissant or need a whole birthday cake, this place has you covered! They also source their ingredients locally, so you are supporting the larger Baltimore community by shopping here!

Bars and Happy Hours

**Ouzo Beach**
- Neighborhood: Harbor East
- Type of food: Greek
- What they’re known for: Location and cocktails
- Website: ouzobeach.com
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Despite being in the center of downtown, you’ll forget you’re in Baltimore! This outdoor setting is the bar accompaniment to Ouzo Bay restaurant across the street. They have light bites, seasonal cocktails, and a live DJ every night!

**Sugarvale**
- Neighborhood: Mount Vernon
- Type of food: Bar food
- What they’re known for: intimate atmosphere and upscale drinks
- Website: http://sugarvalebmore.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Located at the base of a townhome, the quaint entrance opens to a small intimate space with delicate ceiling lights illuminating the setting. They serve posh cocktails made with a variety of liquors, from mezcal to sake to rum. Great for a nice but chill evening!

**Sandlot**
- Neighborhood: Harbor East/ Harbor Point
- Type of food: alcohol :-(
- What they’re known for: drinks with a waterfront view
- Website: https://www.sandlotbaltimore.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Sandlot is an amazing “beach” bar in Harbor Point with picnic tables, games, beach volleyball, playground equipment, etc. Soooo much fun and we’re all looking forward to it opening again.

Max’s Taphouse
• Neighborhood: Fells Point
• Type of food: Bar food
• What they’re known for: Extensive beer list
• Website: www.maxs.com
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” The favorite spot of Med23. Lots of space, decent bar food, amazing beer list. They usually have specials and trivia upstairs on Thursdays! Great place to go if you have a lot of people or want to cheer on one of Baltimore’s teams.

Bond Street Social
• Neighborhood: Fells Point
• Type of food: Bar food
• What they’re known for: Happy hours, waterside location

• Website: bondstreetsocial.com
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” A bit more upscale place. Clubs will occasionally host happy hours here. We really only go later in the night because it transitions from a restaurant to a more dancey space. Good for big groups as well, kind of hit or miss on whether or not it’s going to be crowded.

Papi’s Tacos
• Neighborhood: Fells Point
• Type of food: Mexican
• What they’re known for: amazing tacos, margaritas, etc.
• Website: https://www.papistacoshampden.com/fellspoint
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Really cheap happy hour margaritas!! Good food as well.

The Horse You Came In On Saloon
• Neighborhood: Fells Point
• Type of food: Bar food
• What they’re known for: Drinks and Music
• Website: thehorsebaltimore.com
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Lovingly referred to as “Horse,” this place is a classic spot for late night drinks and dancing. It’s always crowded, it’s always loud, and there are different types of music (dancey, live country, and hip hop are staples). Probably closest thing to a “college bar” that we ever venture to if we’re in that mood.

Ministry of Brewing
• Neighborhood: Butcher’s Hill
• Type of food: BEER
• What they're known for: Craft beer inside of a beautiful old, desanctified church
• Website: https://ministryofbrewing.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Really cool place to go in the middle of Butcher’s Hill/Upper Fells. The beers are decently priced and they have a really cool atmosphere in the church. Board games, lots of tables, good vibes! I believe you can also bring your own food in (it’s a brewery, not a restaurant) and they occasionally host different food vendors to come in.

Charm City Meadworks Taproom
• Neighborhood: Mount Vernon
• Type of food: Mead!
• What they’re known for: local brewery that specialized in flavored meads
• Website: https://charmcitymeadworks.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” If you have never had mead before, it’s amazing! They have a variety of flavors from elderberry, basil lemongrass, raspberry coconut, etc etc. You can get their products throughout Baltimore or you can go to their meadery in person for a flight of samplers. It’s BYOF (bring your own food).

Coffee and Cafes

Pitango
• Neighborhood: Fell’s Point
Type of food: Sandwiches, breads
What they're known for: fooodlescaoodlesia
Website: http://www.pitangogelato.com/bakery-ingredients/
Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Pitango is the classic weekend study spot! Located right next to the water, it has lots of seating (outdoors too) and wonderful natural lighting. If you head to Pitango on a Saturday morning, you are *guaranteed* to run into minimum 2 classmates! If you are in for a brunch mood, they have a mimosa bar and it can get pretty hype on weekends.

**Ceremony Coffee Roasters**
- Neighborhood: Harbor Point, Mt. Vernon, Fed Hill
- Type of food: Avocado toast etc.
- What they're known for: Seasonal lattes & drinks!
- Website: https://ceremonycoffee.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” On Saturday afternoons, the Mt. Vernon location has free coffee tastings! Ceremony has a chic, trendy atmosphere—a fan favorite for studying! If you want a location closer to campus, their Harbor Point location is near a lot of businesses and definitely has the cafe work vibe.
The Bun Shop
- Neighborhood: Mt. Vernon
- Type of food: Filled buns like piroshki & empanadas
- What they're known for: Vietnamese coffee
- Website: http://thebunshopmd.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” THE late night study spot—open until 3am (which is pretty late by Baltimore cafe standards)! Dim lighting & eclectic furniture set a ~hipster~ scene.

Daily Grind
- Neighborhood: Fell’s Point
- Type of food: Cafe fare!
- What they’re known for: Coffee & tea in a quirky and charming little cafe!
- Website: https://fellsgrind.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Perfect place to get your caffeine fix located right in the middle of Fell’s Point, close to water so you can take a study break, go for a stroll, or grab a bite!
Patterson Perk
- Neighborhood: Patterson Park
- Type of food: Pastries & bagels
- What they're known for: Classic cup o’ joe
- Website: http://www.pattersonperk.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” The cafe is small, but incredibly cozy with lots of Baltimore charm! There’s a book where cafe visitors have signed their names over the years, that offers a snapshot into the life of Baltimoreans! It’s across the street from Bmore Licks so you can double up on your treat fix!

OneDo
- Neighborhood: Canton
- Type of food: Avocado toast etc.
- What they’re known for: Roasted coffee!
- Website: https://www.onedocoffee.com/
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” This is a newer, lesser known spot but has everything you would want in a neighborhood cafe! The staff roast & grind coffee in an exposed back room, where you can watch the mystical magical process of coffee making firsthand.

Baby’s On Fire
• Neighborhood: Fell’s Point, Mt. Vernon
• Type of food: Breakfast & lunch all day
• What they’re known for: Vintage vinyl
• Website: http://www.babysonfire.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” The Mt. Vernon location doubles as a record store, and the Fell’s Point location is connected to the Sound Garden (another record store)! A fun fusion of Baltimore’s cafe and music scenes.

Dessert

Pitango Gelato
• Neighborhood: Fell’s Point
• Type of food: Gelato!
• Website: http://www.pitangogelato.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Great gelato on Broadway, in close proximity to the Broadway Market and the waterfront. My personal favorite is their Pistachio gelato but I’m sure all of their flavors are amazing!

Kilwins
• Neighborhood: Fell’s Point
• Type of food: dessert
• What they’re known for: gelato and homemade chocolates and fudges
• Website: https://www.kilwins.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Your traditional gelato and chocolaterie, it’s located in the heart of Fell’s Point along the cobblestone paths. You can get gelato and sit along the water with friends. If you are looking for a place to meet with your Med23 peer advisor, suggest this one!!

Bmore Licks
• Neighborhood: Canton
• Type of food: Ice cream!
• What they’re known for: literally everything
• Website: https://bmorelicks.com/
• Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Across the street from Patterson Park, this is an amazing place to stop by any time of the year. They have an EXTENSIVE list of ever-changing hard and soft serve ice creams. They run out of their most popular flavors early in the night so if you need a certain flavor, be sure to get there early. You can follow them on Instagram if you are an ice cream foodie to get all of their latest inside “scoops” (sorry for the pun).
The Charmery
- Neighborhood: Hampden
- Type of food: Ice cream
- What they’re known for: Seasonal flavors
- Website: [https://www.thecharmery.com/](https://www.thecharmery.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” Such a cute location in Hampden, they have a much smaller menu than Bmore Licks but the ice creams on their menu are HIGH QUALITY. This is an incredibly delicious place and definitely worth the trip up to this eclectic neighborhood. This might be heresy but I personally like it more than Bmore Licks.

Dangerously Delicious
- Neighborhood: Canton and Hampden
- Type of food: Pies!
- What they’re known for: “Date Night” special -- 2 slices of savory, 2 of sweet, and drinks
- Website: [https://www.dangerouspiesbalt.com/](https://www.dangerouspiesbalt.com/)
- Med 23 “Inside Scoop:” If you love pies, this is the place! They have apparently won a bunch of pie competitions so I guess they’ve proven their worth. It’s situated in Canton Square where there are a ton of other good restaurants super close by. They have a vast menu of savory and sweet pies. It’s a pretty eclectic joint and they have board games if you want to hang around for a while.